
Unit2 Selecting a Topic

Topic

 Interest, motivations and expectations

 Interests and skills with access to information

 Structured and systematic approach to selecting a 

topic



Students should be able to:

 Recall motivating factors that influence research topic 

selection.

 Describe the systematic way to selecting a research 

topic.

 Explain how selecting a right topic affects the practices 

that will follow.

 Identify research areas in different sectors in tourism 

and hospitality

Objectives



Interest, motivations and expectations

 Topics may arise from the following:

- attending lecture programs, seminar discussions

- your reading

- a presentation by a guest speaker which inspires your 

imagination

- Personal connections with particular study area 

Personal interest is very important

- ease of access to data or how much easy or difficult will 
be to get data. 

- cost factors

- local knowledge



Interests and skills with access to information

 Different topics have different appropriate methods to 

get data. 

 High degree of public confrontation

 Face-to-face data collection

 Collecting data from persons who are in positions that is 

not easy to access such as those in high position

 Remote sites/ sites not easily accessible

 Study site selection affect financial and time costs

 Easy to find relevant past studies during your literature 

review?



Structured and systematic approach to selecting a topic

 Tourism attractions

 Transport sector

 The hospitality sector

 Tourism bodies

 Government

 Tourists

 The community

 The environment

 Tourism and hospitality operators and companies











 Initiating the idea (s)

Systematically 

select a 
research topic

 Linking your idea (s) to 

other academic studies

 Thinking about the practical 

implementations—is the 

study feasible? 



Ask yourself  

what sector you 
are interested in

A topic with 

contemporary 

issues or public 

interests?

scope into an 

area or 
function

study previous 

studies to get 
some ideas

What problem 
(s) is within that 

area

Ask yourself  what 

you would like to 

know or what answer 

you would like to 

find/discover in this 
area.











 Problem- based learning 

by eliciting students’ 

perspectives about tourism/ 

hospitality issues for further 

discussions for guiding the 

students for selecting their 

own research topic. 



Activity

 Pose questions to your area of interest: what you want 

to know or to find out answers/ or to find “reality” of 

that phenomenon.

 Describe “Statement of Problem”, or why this topic 

should be studied.

 Try indicating “research objectives” (3 objectives is 

enough).

Tips:

 Using other researchers’ topics and change to your 

area is another easy way to do, to get a topic.

 No research questions ending only with “yes”, “no” 

answer, or what, but “HOW” as well.



Welfare on children’s attitudes

 What effect does welfare assistance to parents have on the attitudes of 

their children towards work?

Community-based tourism (in…..District)

 What relevant factors that contribute to community-based tourism success?

 In which way should community collaboration be for community- based 

tourism success?

Heritage railway tourism (e.g. in Thailand/ In Central Thailand)

 Does heritage railway of Thailand have potential for tourism 

development?

 How can heritage railway tourism be developed as a cultural tourism?

Self-drive tourist behavior (e.g. Thai excursionists)

 What are their motivations and behavior in self- drive travel?

 What determine their trip planning and decision making?

 How is their self- drive travel experience and satisfaction?



Self-drive tourist behavior of Thai excursionists

 What are their motivations and behavior in self- drive travel?

 What determine their trip planning and decision making?

 How is their self- drive travel experience and satisfaction?

Objective 1: Explore motivations of Thai excursionists’ self- drive travel.

Objective 2: Investigate Thai excursionists’ self- drive travel behavior 

and decision making.

Objective 3: Investigate Thai excursionists’ self- drive travel experience 

and satisfaction. 

Turning research questions into research objectives



Work: What have you be expected to have:

 Possible topic and statement of problem

 Research question (s) and 3 objectives

 Develop a research proposal

 Consult outside the class for revising 

Review some previous works/ studies can help broaden 

your ideas.

** Next week, you should have a research topic. And 

within 2 weeks, you should have a research proposal.


